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Abstract

Thirteen high temperature alloys were immersion tested in a 60/40 binary nitrate salt. Samples were interval tested up to 3000 hours at 600°C with air as the ullage gas. Chemical analysis of the molten salt indicated lower nitrite concentrations present in the salt, as predicted by the equilibrium equation. Corrosion rates were generally low for all alloys. Corrosion products were identified using x-ray diffraction and electron microprobe analysis. Fe-Cr based alloys tended to form mixtures of sodium and iron oxides, while Fe-Ni/Cr alloys had similar corrosion products plus oxides of nickel and chromium. Nickel based alloys primarily formed NiO, with chromium oxides near the oxide/base alloy interface. In625 exhibited similar corrosion performance in relation to previous tests, lending confidence in comparisons between past and present experiments. HA230 exhibited internal oxidation that consisted of a nickel/chromium oxide. Alloys with significant aluminum alloying tended to exhibit superior performance, due formation of a thin alumina layer. Soluble corrosion products of chromium, molybdenum, and tungsten were also formed and are thought to be a significant factor in alloy performance.
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**NOMENCLATURE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATI</td>
<td>ATI Allegheny Ludlum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BO</td>
<td>Base metal oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSE</td>
<td>Back Scatter Electron Image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTE</td>
<td>Coefficient of Thermal Expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDS</td>
<td>Energy dispersive spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Gibb’s free energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA</td>
<td>Haynes Alloy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>Inconel Alloy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M”</td>
<td>Mass normalized by surface area (mg/cm²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sCO₂</td>
<td>Supercritical carbon dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Scanning Electron Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEI</td>
<td>Secondary Electron Image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNL</td>
<td>Sandia National Laboratories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO</td>
<td>Solute oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>Oxide thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRD</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDS</td>
<td>Wavelength Dispersive Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔG°</td>
<td>Gibb’s free energy of formation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. INTRODUCTION

Concentrating solar power (CSP) seeks to raise power cycle temperature for improved energy efficiency [1], (and other references). The challenge in increasing temperatures is realized in receiver design and thermal energy storage (TES). TES for many plant concepts consist of a two tank system for hot and cold fluids, modeled after experience gained on Solar Two [2, 3]. The hot tank for current plants operate up to 575°C, due to concerns with thermal stability and equilibrium metal oxides present in the melt [4-7]. Thermal stability of salts and its implications in regards to thermo-physical properties (viscosity, density, heat capacity, melting point, etc.) and materials corrosion of receivers and hot tanks are still of concern.

Numerous studies have been done in the past at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) with particular emphasis on a limited number of high temperature alloys (316SS, Alloy 800, In625, In718) [6-9] under typical operating conditions with variations in salt purity, specifically chloride content. The desire in this study was to test a spectrum various alloys at 600°C, which is the highest operating temperature currently advised for binary solar nitrate salts [10, 11]. The goal of this study was to compare alloys with less nickel content to high nickel alloys, such as In625. This test evaluated thirteen alloys (Table 1) establishing relative performances between alloys. In addition to corrosion rates up to 3000 hours, a standard suite of metallographic analysis was used to determine corrosion products formed during tests.
Page intentionally left blank
All corrosion tests were isothermal in nature and fully immersed in the binary nitrate salt. The set up used in this experiment were discussed elsewhere [12]. Samples, obtained from Specialty Metals with 120 grit finish, were suspended on an alloy tree (see Figure 1) with ceramic washers separating samples. The salt was not mechanically agitated during testing; however, air sparging ensured no thermal stratification occurred during testing.

Table 1: Alloy compositions used during corrosion study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Co</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>321SS†</td>
<td>17.28</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>9.10</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>70.37</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Cu (0.32), Ti (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347SS†</td>
<td>17.45</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>9.43</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>69.72</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Nb (0.62 max), Cu (0.26 max)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253MA*</td>
<td>20-22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.4-2</td>
<td>63-68</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Ce (0.08 max), N(0.20 max)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA56†</td>
<td>21.44</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>21.04</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>32.58</td>
<td>18.43</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>Zr(0.01), Ta(0.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA330*</td>
<td>18-20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>34-37</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1-1.5</td>
<td>38-44</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Cu (1.0 max)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S35140</td>
<td>20-22</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>25-27</td>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>44-52</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Nb (0.75 max)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATI332Mo*</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Nb (0.4 max)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR224†</td>
<td>20.50</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>46.44</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>27.62</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>Ti(0.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR120†</td>
<td>24.91</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>36.41</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA230†</td>
<td>22.37</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>59.41</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>14.16</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>Cu (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA242†</td>
<td>8.05</td>
<td>24.79</td>
<td>65.44</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>Cu (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In625†</td>
<td>21.76</td>
<td>8.28</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>Nb (3.38), Ti (0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA214†</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Zr (0.1 max)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* nominal compositions of alloys, †actual composition tested from heat
a. Vessel 1, b. Vessel 2

Samples were removed in standard fixed interval testing format [13], where samples were nominally removed at 500, 1000, 2000, and 3000 hours. Limited sample removal motivated testing of a large spectrum of alloys in two testing vessels. Repeat samples (347SS and HA230) indicated that the corrosiveness of the melt did not significantly change over time for the alloys tested. Specific sample configurations and actual pull schedules are in the appendix of this document (see Table 8).

ASTM G1-03 practices were used as the general guide for oxide removal techniques [14]. The tenacious oxide formed on high nickel content alloys were not easily removed using mechanical or chemical techniques alone. Thusly, combinations of both methods were employed.

Excess salt was removed from the samples prior to oxide removal. Samples were placed in deionized water and cleaned via bath ultrasonication for ten minutes or until the samples appeared visually clear of deposits. Samples masses, with the oxide layer intact, were measured.

Stainless steel alloys used ASTM G1-03 Designation C.7.4 for oxide removal guidance [14]. Samples were washed for five minutes in a boiling NaOH/KMnO₄ bath, rinsed for one minute in a room temperature diammonium citrate ((NH₄)₂HC₂H₅O₇) bath, and rinsed with deionized water. They were dried with lint free
cotton wipes, weighed, and the process was repeated for a total of four bath cycles. This proved to remove oxide layers satisfactorily.

Oxide layers on nickel based alloys were especially tenacious. Previous attempts, as guided by the ASTM method, to chemically remove the oxide layer were ineffective. Therefore, a modification of the stainless steel method was developed for nickel alloys. Samples were washed for an hour in boiling NaOH/KMnO₄ bath, then washed for an additional hour in a boiling diammonium citrate bath, and finally rinsed with deionized water. Samples were dried with lint free cotton wipes and weighed. All samples were then abraded using glass beads, grit 60, until the oxide layer was completely removed. All corrosion samples were compared to pristine base samples, which were also subjected to chemical baths and abrasion to determine if the mass loss was strictly due to the loss of the oxide layer.

![Figure 1: Samples attached to tree during molten salt exposure.](image)

X-ray diffraction (XRD) employed the PANalytical Empyrean, located at SNL. Typical 2θ and goniometer methods were used on alloys with thick, dense oxides (such as nickel oxide) allowed excellent detection of the surface corrosion phase. Alloys with thin or less dense corrosion products, such as hematite or magnetite, proved more difficult to measure. Grazing XRD and powder diffraction techniques were employed to detect surface phases.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) were performed on the JEOL JSM 840A, with the EDS system from Thermo Electron Corp. All plan and x ray mapping analysis were performed on this instrument.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Molten Salt Analysis

Previous work suggested that above 577°C that oxide concentrations are below 1% (molar) [4] and, for practical purposes, the stability of solar salt is limited to 600°C [5]. Despite this expected stability, a wide spectrum of inorganic analysis was carried out to determine any anomalous behavior and to determine potentially soluble products.

Solidified salt transited in color from white (0 hours) to yellow (2000 hours) to green (3000 and 4000 hours) as shown in Figure 2. The yellow color is typical and has been suggested as a mixture of chromates [15-17], where some of the chromates have been reported to be yellow-green in color [17]. Quantitative assessment of chromium concentration between vessel one and two, Figure 4, provides evidence that the amount of chromium in the melt is proportional to relative concentrations found in alloys. Vessel two had more chromium rich alloys when compared to vessel one.

![Salt Color](image)

Figure 2: Salt color at 2000 hours (left) and 3000 hours (right).

Nitrite concentration has been monitored in past experiments due to the expectation that nitrite tended to decompose into various products (i.e. N₂, O₂, NOₓ, or oxide) [18-20]. High oxide content, also called melt alkalinity, exacerbates corrosion through interactions with the container alloys and is a critical parameter. Unfortunately, it is difficult to measure oxide content explicitly and use of the following reaction was suggested to determine equilibrium [21]:

\[ O^{2-} + H_2O \rightleftharpoons 2OH^- \]  

Equation 1

Measurements were attempted in this test, but were unreliable and largely scattered. Due to this result, attempts to interpret results based on oxide content were abandoned during this study. Determination of melt alkalinity is highly recommended for research and development in future studies, as this data is thought to better correlate corrosion performance.
Nitrite/nitrate, chloride, sulfate, and carbonate behavior were very similar between the two corrosion vessels. NO$_2$/NO$_3$ equilibrium measurements in this study were compared to equilibrium calculations[11, 22] and were found to be about three percent higher than values determined from previous experiments [7], as depicted in Figure 3. Equilibrium calculations assumed the salt temperature to be 600°C, with an oxygen partial pressure of 0.17 atm, due to the elevation in Albuquerque, New Mexico. While NO$_2$/NO$_3$ values were higher than expected, comparisons between vessels were effectively equivalent. Analysis was performed at McCampbell Analytical using various techniques (E300.0, SW6010B, SW6020, SM5310B, SM2320B).

Chloride content was low as specified in the salt grade, approximately 500ppm (shown in Table 2), for the duration of the experiment. Carbonate content increased during the experiment due to the reaction of carbon dioxide with oxide in the melt. This was expected as no precautions were taken to scrub CO$_2$ from the inlet air stream. This parameter simulated expected plant conditions.

![Figure 3: Nitrite concentration over time. Calculation performed at 600°C at 0.17atm PO$_2$.](image)

| Table 2: Inorganic impurity concentrations (in wt%) measured over the duration of experiment. |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                                 | Pot 1 [time in hours] | Pot 2 [time in hours] |                |                |                |
|                                 | 0               | 500             | 1000            | 2000            | 3000            | 0               | 500             | 1000            | 2000            | 3000            |
| Impurity                        |                 |                 |                 |                 |                 | Impurity        |                 |                 |                 |                 |
| Chloride*                       | 0.053%          | 0.056%          | 0.057%          | 0.058%          | 0.057%          | 0.059%          | 0.058%          | 0.059%          | 0.059%          | 0.058%          |
| Sulfate*                        | 0.15%           | 0.13%           | 0.13%           | 0.12%           | 0.14%           | 0.14%           | 0.14%           | 0.14%           | 0.12%           | 0.12%           |
| Carbonate*                      | -               | 0.08%           | 0.21%           | 0.25%           | 0.33%           | -               | 0.20%           | 0.37%           | 0.28%           | 0.36%           |

* Determined using E300.0

Dissolved metal analysis was performed on salt melts from each vessel. Since each vessel had substantially different alloys, indicated in Table 1, it was observed that vessel two had substantially more tungsten accumulation over the course of the test (Figure 4), due to Haynes 230 (14% W by weight) and Haynes 556 (2.3% W). Previous work detected $WO_4^{2-}$ which dissolved from tungsten oxide in KNO$_3$ above 550°C after prolonged heating [23, 24].
Due to the interval testing approach taken in this experiment it is not possible to quantitatively assess behavior (linear vs. parabolic accumulation of soluble products), but interesting qualitative results can be discussed. By inspection, nearly an equivalent weight of elemental tungsten and molybdenum were in contact with the binary salt (approximately 30-40g total of each), due to the relative alloying concentrations in alloys. Figure 4 indicates that tungsten was detected in higher concentration than molybdenum, which may be due to protective oxide barriers formed on molybdenum rich alloys and will be addressed later.

![Figure 4: Dissolved metals present in melt. Cr is only detected in concentrations higher than 50ppm. No Ni, Ti were detected (resolved down to 1ppm)](image)

**B. Alloy Corrosion Analysis**

The weight change and descaled weight loss of exposed samples were investigated. The data analysis is as follows: first, a linear least squares fit was performed on a log-log plot to determine the exponential time dependent behavior, an example of this is in Figure 5. Once the exponential component is set, the value for growth rate can be determined as given in the following equation:

\[
\frac{X}{\rho_a} = \Delta M^n = k(t)^n
\]

Equation 2

Where \(\rho_a\) is the alloy density, \(X\) is the depth of the affected alloy, \(\Delta M^n\) is the area normalized mass loss normalized, \(t\) is time (in seconds), \(k\) and \(n\) are coefficients to be fit.

Calculations to assess corrosion damage were performed as depicted in various standards [13, 14] using the following equation:

\[
\frac{\mu m}{yr} = \frac{87600(\Delta M^n)}{\rho T}
\]

Equation 3

\(\rho\) is alloy density (g/cm\(^3\)) and \(T\) time hours.
The alloys investigated have been sorted into several sections primarily by the main elemental constituents. An attempt was made to make relevant comparisons in each section using relevant weight gain, descaled loss (corrosion rate), electron microscopy and XRD collocated along with any pertinent discussion.

Sections are as follows:

**Fe-Cr-Ni:**
- 321SS [70.4Fe-17.3Cr-9.1Ni], 347SS [69.7Fe-17.5Cr-9.4Ni], and 253MA [68Fe-20Cr-10Ni]: **HA556** [32.6Fe-21.4Cr-21Ni -18.4Co] included for comparison

**Fe-Ni-Cr:** RA330 [41Fe-35.5Ni-19Cr], ATI20-25Nb [48Fe-26Ni-21Cr], **ATI332Mo** [40.2Fe-34.5Ni-21Cr] : **HA556** [32.6Fe-21.4Cr-21Ni -18.4Co] included for comparison

**Ni-Fe-Cr:** HR120 [37Ni-36.4Fe-24.9Cr], **HR224** [46.4Ni-27.6Fe-20.5Cr-3.9Al]

**Ni-Mo/Cr:** **HA230** [59.4Ni-22.4Cr-14.2W], **HA214** [75Ni-16Cr-4.5Al], **In625** [61Ni-21.8Cr-8.3Mo], **HA224** [65.4Ni-24.8Mo-8.1Cr]

Figure 5: Example fitting technique used to determine scale growth kinetics of descaled weight loss data

i. **[Fe-Cr-Ni Alloys]**

Alloys of Fe-Cr-Ni tended to form similar oxidation morphologies during testing with a thin layer of NaFeO₂ on the outermost layer of 321SS, 347SS, and 253MA as observed in plan view SEM images (Figure 9, Figure 7, Figure 11). Thick inner layers of iron oxide were found directly beneath sodium ferrite with a relatively thin layer of mixed chromium/iron oxide beneath typically adjacent to the alloy (see Figure 10, Figure 8, and Figure
The morphology of 321SS, 347SS, and 253MA are in good agreement to previous studies performed on 316SS, an alloy of similar composition [9, 25, 26].

Weight gain information, Figure 6, indicated that the alloy with thickest corrosion product was 253MA, which was further confirmed by cross sectional analysis (Figure 12), and that apparent oxide spallation occurred with 321SS. Obvious regions of delamination and spalling in 321SS with further evidence in plan view images in Figure 9. 321SS surface oxide exhibited poor adhesion in general, as flaking occurred during typical handling. Spallation was reported at higher temperatures (800-1000°) in oxygen environments, where studies found that oxides tended to spall upon cooling, due to stresses arising from the CTE mismatch of the alloy and oxides, and are thought to apply to these observations [27]. Surface cracking in 253MA (Figure 11) was found present after only 1000 hours of exposure, while HA556 exhibited some indication of spalling found in the weight gain data. Error bars associated with 347SS are the result of duplicates samples that were done to determine repeatability. No obvious spallation was apparent with the 347SS alloy.

![Figure 6: Weight gain data from on Fe-Cr-Ni alloys (left) and descaled data (right). Error bars on 347SS were from duplicate samples taken during the fixed interval test.](image)

| Table 3: Corrosion Rates and projections for Fe-Cr-Ni alloys |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Alloy           | Alloy Density   | Exponent        | k               | Descaled Loss   | Metal Loss      |
|                 | [g/cm³]         | Fit (n)         | [mg/ cm²·secⁿ]  | [mg/cm²]        | [µm/yr]         |
| 321SS           | 7.94            | 0.89            | 2.4e-6          | 4.59            | 15.9            |
| 347SS           | 8.03            | 0.6             | 1.76e-4         | 2.95            | 10.4            |
| 253MA           | 7.8             | 0.8             | 2.31e-5         | 10.31           | 38.6            |
| HA556           | 8.23            | 0.48            | 2.20e-3         | 5.9             | 20.8            |

*Based off of 3000 hour data (Equation 3).

Assessment of parabolic versus linear oxidation was difficult to interpret with the limited number of time steps sampled during this test. This fact was further convoluted by early stage oxidation, which is expected to proceed as linear rates until the oxide is adequately thick [13]. Despite this limitation, some trends appeared among alloys. 347SS and 321SS, which have the most similar composition of the Fe-Cr-Ni alloys showed the best performance after 3000 hours, even when considering 321SS tendency for spallation. HA556 had similar loss in respect to 321SS, while 253MA was found to be most corroded. Overall corrosion rates are in Table 3 and all alloys exhibit outstanding to excellent corrosion resistance [13].
The fitting coefficient \( n \) can provide insight into the physical mechanisms that are occurring on the surface. It is clear from the results that 321SS and 253MA both behave in linear fashion, which is indicative of a lack of stable and adherent passive layers. This behavior is contrasted to a similar alloy 347SS, and more exotic HA556, where \( n \approx 0.5 \) and resembles parabolic behavior, and is characteristic of a diffusion limited passive layer. Extrapolating to long times, 347SS and HA556 appear to perform in similar fashions although their respective corrosion morphologies are distinctly different.

347SS was found to have three primary layers: sodium ferrite (NaFeO\(_2\)), mixed oxides of sodium, iron, nickel and chromium, and Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\). NaFeO\(_2\) and Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) phases were identified using XRD (Figure 8), while WDS/EDS (See Appendix, Figure 42) provided evidence of several mixed oxides. Formation of a sodium ferrite with mixed oxides were observed for a similar stainless steel (316SS) [9] in previous work, however, it was for higher temperatures (>605°C). Strong similarities were observed between 321SS and 347SS corrosion morphologies and this fact was correlated to empirical corrosion data.

253MA showed the worst performance of the Fe-Ni-Cr alloys. Given the strong similarity of this alloy to 321SS/347SS the discrepancy in oxidation is unclear. Alloying Ce (0.08%wt max) used results in some changes in corrosion resistance, but needs further investigation to fully understand if that is the critical factor in this system [28, 29].

HA556 had a complex oxidation morphology that developed even after 932 hours (Figure 14). Oxygen was the primary salt reactant that was observed in corrosion products with the base metal (some sodium products were observed, but only at the outer surface). In order to provide some understanding to the corrosion structure oxidation equilibrium calculations were performed using the most abundant alloying elements: Fe, Ni, Cr, Co. Compiled values from literature were used for all reactions, with values for the Gibbs free energy of formation interpolated from tabulated values [30]. The oxidation of magnetite is given as an example in the Appendix.

HA556 had an apparent ternary oxide layers due to the presence of cobalt, shown in Figure 15. Stoichiometric data indicated an outer layer of cobalt oxide, which is complicated to identify due to the concentration of 25% Co, 10% Na, and 10% Mn (balance oxygen). Neither 2θ nor PXRD was able to adequately identify the surface phase. NaFeO\(_2\) was identified using PXRD, with possible a phase of CoFe\(_2\)O\(_4\). The middle layer is composed of 25% Fe and 8-9at%Na (remaining oxygen), which is suggestive of mixed phases of sodium ferrite and hematite phase in a relative concentration of ~40% NaFeO\(_2\), ~60% Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\). The innermost layer shows enrichment in Co, while Na content is effectively zero. This indicates that the cation species from the melt is only available to form oxides in the outer regions, while solely oxygen is present in the inner region. The likely species present here are CoFe\(_2\)O\(_4\), as identified in XRD, and Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\), as determined from WDS data.

A transition region from oxide to metallic was observed, as indicated by nickel enrichment and increase in Cr content. Protective oxides may be present in such regions and would block diffusion of oxygen into base metal, resulting in an enhanced diffusion of more active trace alloying elements (i.e. Mo, Mn, Ta). Observations of this behavior literature has been referred to as a “gettering effect” [31] and was found to occur with this alloy in other oxidizing environments [32]. More research is needed to provide a clearer understanding as to the performance of HA556 as temperature increases.

Corrosion rates for Fe-Cr-Ni alloys were found to be low, but lack of time step data made it difficult to confidently ascribe linear vs. parabolic kinetics to alloys tested. 347SS lost the least base metal, while 253MA
lost the most. Both 321SS and 253MA appeared to exhibit time linear corrosion, with 321SS performance due to surface oxide spallation. Corrosion products detected were primarily oxides involving iron and sodium, with chromium depletion present throughout the oxidation layer. HA556 exhibited cobalt rich oxides due to the high alloying content of cobalt, which was different from the other alloys investigated.

![Image of 347SS after 1000 hours](image1.png)

**Figure 7:** Plan view of 347SS after 1000 hours. Little spallation was observed relative to 321SS. Outermost oxide layer is a sodium ferrite.

![Image of 347SS (02), 1002 hours, 2000x](image2.png)

![EDS spectrum](image3.png)
Figure 8: EDS map (left) and XRD data (left) for 347SS

Figure 9: Plan view of 321SS after 1000 hours (top left image). SEM images indicate some spallation present; this was also observed by sparseness of oxide layer in the photo on the right. Outermost oxide is composed of a sodium iron oxide (bottom image).
Figure 10: Cross sectional EDS mapping of 321SS with EMP line scan data. Duplex formation of NaFeO$_2$ in contact with the melt and mixed iron, chromium and nickel oxides near base alloy.
Figure 11: 253MA after 933 hours. Surface cracking (top left) in oxide layers can be observed.
Figure 12: Cross section EDS map of 253MA. Magnified view (bottom left) shows line scan with box depicting interface portion of scan.
Figure 13: HA556 after 932 hours.

Figure 14: EDS map of HA556 after 932 hours.
Fe-Ni-Cr alloys corrosion was uniform and consistent with previous experiments on similar alloys [9]. Corrosion rates after 3000 hours were low, with all alloys less than 21 µm/year when extrapolated linearly from 3000 hour test (Table 4). 332Mo (Fe-34.5Ni-21Cr) and S35140 (Fe-26Ni-21Cr) morphologically similar; thin outer layer of sodium ferrite followed by iron oxide, which gives way to a mixed Fe/Ni oxide. This oxide layer sandwiches an enriched Cr oxide. Alloy 800 (Fe-31Ni-20.7Cr) exhibited similar behavior at 605°C, both in regards to corrosion rate and corrosion product morphology [9].

Weight gain provides insight into oxide adhesion and soluble corrosion products. Net loss may indicate spallation or elemental dissolution, while weight gain typically corresponds to corrosion product accumulation as a result of chemical reactions with the heat transfer fluid. Alloys, with the exception of HA556, gain weight during the test duration. 332Mo and S35140 are exceptionally invariant in mass gain from 1000 hours to 3000 hours (Figure 16). Formation a protective layer appeared rapidly, less than 1000 hours. Weight gain data is reminiscent of a logarithmic rate behavior, however this behavior is typically expected for oxidation below 300-400°C [13, 33].

Austenitic alloys S35140 and 332Mo have the best corrosion performance, followed closely by RA330 and HA556. While overall surface corrosion for all four alloys is regarded as low, given the limited number of data points available, the true nature (linear vs. parabolic, etc.) cannot be asserted with high confidence at this juncture.

332Mo formed a duplex oxide, consisting of sodium ferrite (NaFeO₂) and iron oxide phase on the outer surface, followed by mixed oxides of Ni/Fe/Cr on the inner layer, many of which had overlapping peaks in XRD (Figure 18). Depletion of iron and chromium created a transition zone of nickel enrichment that is comparable in thickness to the duplex oxide layer.

S35140 formed a duplex layer similar in nature to 332Mo. The outer layer is again composed of NaFeO₂ with phases of mixed oxide. As observed in the EDS point scan (Figure 20) the overall sodium and iron content indicate that NaFeO₂ is the primary product on the outermost surface, due to the near equimolar ratios of Na and
Fe. The inner mixed oxide was greatly enriched in chromium and may indicate the transport of chromium through the mixed oxide layer. No depletion zone was detected in S35140 past the oxide/metal interface.

RA330 had a more complicated oxide morphology compared to previously discussed alloys. The oxide depth and nickel enriched zone paralleled behavior observed in 332Mo. However, oxides formed were more complex, as shown in EDS line scan and elemental mapping (Figure 22). Silicon oxide and nickel oxide formed near the oxide/nickel enriched interface that transitioned into mixed products of iron oxide and NaFeO₂ on the surface.

The research here indicates all Fe-Ni-Cr alloys are quite corrosion resistant, with metal losses less than 21µm/year after 3000 hours. 332Mo and S35140 exhibit near logarithmic behavior in descaled weight loss, RA330 corrodes linearly with time, and HA556 demonstrates parabolic behavior.

Oxide morphologies vary significantly among alloys. 332Mo and S35140 exhibited duplex structures consisting of mixed oxides and sodium ferrite. HA556 demonstrated a similar oxide structure, with the addition of a cobalt iron oxide on the outer surface. RA330 had complex formations of nickel, iron, chromium and silicon oxides, with a sodium ferrite on the surface.

This section provides initial data, but a more complete set of removal data will establish accurate fitting parameters that can be used for long term extrapolations, as oxide scales may still be evolving even after 3000 hours.

Corrosion rates for Fe-Ni-Cr alloys were found to be somewhat lower than Fe-Cr-Ni, but again, lack of time step data made it difficult to confidently determine the time dependent nature of corrosion (i.e. linear vs. parabolic kinetics). S35140 and 332Mo performed the best over the duration of the test, with asymptotic increase in corrosion after 1000 hours. More data is needed to further assess the performance of these alloys, but initial results are promising. Corrosion products tended to have iron and sodium in layers exposed to salt, while inner oxides were complex mixtures of nickel, chromium and iron. Alloys exhibited nickel enrichment at the oxide/alloy interface consistently.

![Figure 16: Weight gain information](image-url)
Table 4: Corrosion rate fitting parameters and extrapolated metal loss per year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Density [g/cm³]</th>
<th>Exponent (n)</th>
<th>k [mg/cm²·secⁿ]</th>
<th>Descaled Loss* [mg/cm²]</th>
<th>Metal Loss* [µm/yr]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RA330</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.99e-7</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S35140</td>
<td>7.96</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>332Mo</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA556</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.20e-3</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Extrapolations to be used for illustrative purposes and based off of 3000 hour data.

Figure 17: Plan view of 332Mo after 933 hours. No surface cracking was detected
Figure 18: EDS map of oxide found on 332Mo, with representative line scan. Depletion of Fe and Cr was of near equal thickness of oxide region.
Figure 19: S35140 plan view and photographs after 933 hours
Figure 20: EDS map of oxide found on S35140, with representative EDS line scan. No obvious depletion zone was observed in conjunction to the mixed oxide interface.
Figure 21: RA330 plan view and photographs after 1002 hours.
iii. [Ni-Fe-Cr Alloys]

Alloys in this section, which decrease in alloying elements by Ni-Fe-Cr, are similar in composition to the previous section. HR120 exhibited similar behavior to S35140 and 332Mo (both are ATI alloys) in corrosion performance, which make intuitive sense as these alloys are nominally similar (HR120 had slightly higher nickel and chromium content). While the corrosion rate of HR120 was slightly higher than the ATI alloys, asymptotic growth of oxide was observed after 1000 hours. Corrosion products, identified by WDS data, were comparable to the other iron based steels, primarily large amounts of sodium ferrite with mixed oxides of nickel and chromium (Figure 24). One apparent difference is nickel enrichment at the scale/base interface. Backscatter images and EDS mapping (Figure 26) provided some evidence that internal oxidation may be occurring. Oxide stringers observed here were relatively small and may not result in any significant issue. Upon some review of this alloy in other high temperature
oxidizing environments [34], specifically air, HR120 greatly out performed alloy 347SS and S35140. The drastic results may be due to chemistry changes in the oxide layer by depletion of the chromium.

HR-224 showed excellent resistance to oxidation, only rivaled by HA214. There was nearly no weight change over the duration of the test (Figure 23) and surface scale was incomplete. Resistance was attributed to high aluminum content, which was noted in other oxidation experiments [35]. Plan view and cross sectional analysis that surface corrosion products are likely sodium ferrite, as observed in many of the iron based alloys.

Corrosion rates for Ni-Fe-Cr alloys were found similar to Fe-Ni-Cr and, as previously stated, insufficient time step data made it difficult to resolve the time dependent nature of corrosion (i.e. linear vs. parabolic kinetics). HR120 had corrosion morphologies nearly identical to 332Mo, which had comparable concentrations of Ni, Fe, and Cr. HR224 performed very well, with incomplete surface oxidation even after 3000 hours. This fact was ascribed to the high concentration of Al, which would form a protective layer of Al₂O₃.

![Figure 23: Weight gain and descaled losses during 3000 hour test](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Alloy Density [g/cm³]</th>
<th>Exponent Fit (n)</th>
<th>K [mg/cm²-secⁿ]</th>
<th>Descaled Loss * [mg/cm²]</th>
<th>Metal Loss * [µm/yr]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HR120</td>
<td>8.07</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>5.03e-1</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR224</td>
<td>8ᵃ</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>4.36e-10</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based off of 3000 hour data (Equation 3)
a. No density was found in literature and a density of 8 was assumed
Figure 24: Line scan data of HR120 (2995 hours) indicates that likely mixed oxides (sodium and iron) are present.

Figure 25: SEI images of 2995 hours exposures.
Figure 26: X-ray map of HR120

Figure 27: Plan view of HR224 after 1000 hours (top) and 2995 hours (bottom). Incomplete oxidation occurred over entirety of study, with base metal clearly visible.
iv. [Ni-Cr/Mo Alloys]

Alloys in this section were composed of primarily nickel, chromium or molybdenum, although it should be mentioned HA230 had 14%wt tungsten. Figure 29 provides a qualitative ranking with HA214 performing best, followed by In625, HA242 and HA230. Descaling was performed as listed in the analysis section, although after the chemical treatment and mechanical abrasion In625 and HA230 still exhibited noticeable discoloration and speckles due to the strong adherence of corrosion products. It was necessary to cycle chemical baths multiple times to fully descale both alloys.

Due to the amount of samples that could be fit into the test chamber only four time steps were acquired, such that a lack of statistics casts inherent uncertainty. Notwithstanding, attempts to shed light on the oxidation rate. Trends shown in Figure 29, with fits in Table 6, do appear to exhibit parabolic or parabolic-like behavior. Time dependence for In625 appeared linear, but when contrasted to previous studies [6], the resultant lack of data solidified uncertainty inherent in the measurements.

HA230 and HA242 performed similarly over the duration of this test. Morphology of corrosion products revealed dramatic differences between the alloys. HA230 formed an outer nickel oxide layer, identified as NiO from XRD data (Figure 32), with internal oxidation beneath. Within the NiO structure, WDS indicates up to five atomic percent of Na, which may be of the phase NaNiO₂, although this was never confirmed through XRD. The transition from NiO to internal oxidation is marked by an abrupt increase in Ni concentration (Figure 33). This transition occurred around 10microns, with the internal oxidation layer extending to nearly 20 microns. Evidence supported uniform internal oxidation, as no preferential grain boundary was observed.

Internal oxidation was not observed on alloys of similar composition to HA230, In625, and HA242. This result may be due primarily to the high concentration of tungsten in HA230. A model alloy, Ni-14wt%W, exhibited both parabolic weight gain and internal oxidation in the form of WO₃ on the oxidation front [36]. In molten nitrites any formation of WO₃ would be oxidized to WO₄²⁻, which is soluble and was detected in the tungsten concentration in the melt. Tungsten clustering, which has been observed elsewhere for HA230 [37], may also contribute to this oxidation behavior.
HA242 exhibited formation of NiO with confirmation by XRD (Figure 35) and WDS data (Figure 36). The sharp decrease of oxygen content is evidence that NiO acts as a diffusion barrier for oxidation of the base alloy. This alloy is akin to Hastelloy N, previously called INOR-8, which was one of the best performers in short duration tests, high temperature (677°C) tests in nitrate/nitrite molten salts [38], with performance owing to the low chromium content. INOR-8 was developed for high temperature halide systems and chromium dissolution, due to its high activity, was determined to be a rate limiting step in corrosion performance [39]. As such, it would be interesting to test this alloy for compatibility with lower grade nitrate salts that have higher chloride content. HA242 compared with In625 has effective reversals of Cr and Mo.

In625 was included in the test matrix for comparison to previous tests [6], which employed thermal cycling for most of the data to simulate conditions experienced in a receiver tube. However, a primary result indicated little difference between isothermal corrosion and thermally cycled corrosion [6]. Comparing experimental results, shown in Figure 30, indicated that differences were approximately 15-25%. Differences between tests are likely a combination of data scatter, slight differences in salt chemistries, and isothermal vs. temperature cycling.

HA214 performed the best of the Ni-Cr/Mo alloys due primarily to the aluminum content in the alloy, nominally 4.5% by weight. Enrichment of Al around the formation of corrosion products (Figure 40) provide an indication of Al diffusion that acts as a diffusion barrier limiting oxidation of the base alloy. Similar behavior was observed with HR224, which will be discussed in the subsequent section. This is no surprise as high aluminum content alloys have been found to perform well in other high temperature oxidizing environments, provided aluminum content was adequate for continuous alumina formation [35].

Ni-Cr/Mo alloys generally corroded slightly faster than iron based alloys, but rates were still low. Time dependent oxidation appeared to be parabolic for many of the alloys; however, more time step data is needed to make a confident assessment here. NiO was the primary oxidation product formed on all of the nickel alloys. HA230, which is well known for its cycle fatigue strength, exhibited internal oxidation. No other alloys exhibited internal oxidation and it is currently thought that tungsten was partially responsible for this behavior. HA214 had incomplete formation of surface oxides over 3000 hours, which is likely rooted in the high Al content.
Figure 29: Weight gain and descaled weight loss of HA230, HA214, and In625

Table 6: Corrosion rate fitting parameters and extrapolated metal loss per year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Alloy Density [g/cm³]</th>
<th>Exponent (n)</th>
<th>K [mg/cm²·secⁿ]</th>
<th>Descaled Loss* [mg/cm²]</th>
<th>Metal Loss* [µm/yr]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HA230ᵃ</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1.6e-4</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA214</td>
<td>8.05</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>2.5e-4</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In625</td>
<td>8.44</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.4e-7</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA242</td>
<td>9.05</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>2.6e-5</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based off of 3000 hour data (Equation 3).
  a. Internal oxidation not accounted for in metal loss

Figure 30: Comparison of weight loss data between current and past work
Figure 31: Plan view of HA230 after 1000 hours (top) and 2995 hours (bottom). NiO was found on the surface with trace amounts of Fe and Mg present.
Figure 32: EDS map of HA230 with XRD data. Internal oxidation formation was observed.
Figure 33: WDS data for HA230, showing external and internal oxidation structure and composition.

Figure 34: Plan view of HA242 after 932 hours. Dense NiO covered surface completely with trace amounts of Fe and Mg detected.
Figure 35: Cross section EDS map of HA242 after 932 hours.

Figure 36: WDS indicates NiO as the primary phase on HA242.
Figure 37: Plan view of In625 after 932 hour exposure
Figure 38: X-ray map, XRD, and WDS data for In625 after 932 hours of exposure.
Figure 39: HA214 after 1002 hours.

Figure 40: EDS map of HA214
4. CONCLUSIONS

Thirteen alloys were tested for corrosion performance in air sparged nitrate solar salt at 600°C. At 3000 hours a linear projection of corrosion rate (micron/year of metal loss) ranks the following alloys best to last as: HA214, HR224, S35140, 347SS, 332Mo, In625, 321SS, RA330, HR120, HA242, HA556, HA230, 253MA; as indicated in Table 7. Overall metal losses in this study were low and alloy performance was excellent. Corrosion morphology varied significantly as expected due to the spectrum of alloys tested here.

The time dependent performance of alloys was difficult to quantify primarily due to the limited time steps employed in this test. Linear vs. parabolic behavior was speculated, but further tests are needed to confidently determine the protective nature of the corrosion products formed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Alloy Density [g/cm³]</th>
<th>Descaled Loss* [mg/cm²]</th>
<th>Metal Loss* [µm/yr]</th>
<th>Soluble Metals [wt%]</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>321SS</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>17.6%: Cr, Mo</td>
<td>Spallation Observed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347SS</td>
<td>8.03</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>17.8%: Cr, Mo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253MA</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>10.31</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>20-22%: Cr</td>
<td>Thick oxide layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA556</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>25.8%: Cr, Mo, W</td>
<td>High amount of Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA330</td>
<td>8.22</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>18-20%: Cr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S35140</td>
<td>7.96</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>21-24%: Cr, Mo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>332Mo</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>23.4%: Cr, Mo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR120</td>
<td>8.07</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25.2%: Cr, Mo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR224</td>
<td>8a</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>20.7%: Cr, Mo</td>
<td>3.8%wt - Al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA230</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>37.8%: Cr, Mo, W</td>
<td>Internal oxidation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA214</td>
<td>8.05</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>16%: Cr</td>
<td>4.5%wt - Al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In625</td>
<td>8.44</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>30.0%: Cr, Mo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA242</td>
<td>9.05</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>18.98</td>
<td>32.8%: Cr, Mo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based off of 3000 hour data (Equation 3)
a. Alloy density assumed.

Fe-Cr-Ni corrosion rates were low, but lack of time step data made it difficult to confidently ascribe linear vs. parabolic kinetics to alloys tested. 347SS lost the least base metal, while 253MA lost the most. Both 321SS and 253MA appeared to exhibit time linear corrosion, with 321SS performance due surface oxide spallation. Corrosion products detected were primarily oxides involving iron and sodium, with chromium depletion present throughout the oxidation layer.

Fe-Ni-Cr alloy corrosion rates were somewhat lower than Fe-Cr-Ni, but again, lack of time step data made it difficult to confidently determine the time dependent nature of corrosion (i.e. linear vs. parabolic kinetics). S35140 and 332Mo performed the best over the duration of the test, with asymptotic increase in corrosion after 1000 hours. More data is needed to further assess the performance of these alloys, but initial results are promising. Corrosion products tended to have iron and sodium in layers exposed to salt, while inner oxides were complex mixtures of nickel, chromium and iron. Alloys exhibited nickel enrichment at the oxide/alloy interface consistently.
Ni-Fe-Cr alloy corrosion rates similar to Fe-Ni-Cr and, as previously stated, insufficient time step data made it difficult to resolve the time dependent nature of corrosion (i.e. linear vs. parabolic kinetics). HR120 had corrosion morphologies nearly identical to 332Mo, which had comparable concentrations of Ni, Fe, and Cr. HR224 performed very well, with incomplete surface oxidation even after 3000 hours. This fact was ascribed to the high concentration of Al, which would form a protective layer of Al$_2$O$_3$.

Ni-Cr/Mo alloys generally corroded slightly faster than iron based alloys, but rates were still low. Time dependent oxidation appeared to be parabolic for many of the alloys; however, more time step data is needed to make a confident assessment here. NiO was the primary oxidation product formed on all of the nickel alloys. HA230, which is well known for its cycle fatigue strength, exhibited internal oxidation. No other alloys exhibited internal oxidation and it is currently thought that tungsten was partially responsible for this behavior. HA214 had incomplete formation of surface oxides over 3000 hours, which is likely rooted in the high Al content.

Relative content of soluble transition metals (Cr/Mo/W) provided insight into the overall metal loss after 3000 hours (Figure 41). This does not provide comprehensive picture of all reactions, processes, and mechanisms, but does provide an intuition of expected performance of alloys not tested here. Future tests should be made on alloys that performed well in short term tests, with thermodynamics calculations from commercially available software packages to aide in data interpretation.

![Figure 41: Effect of concentration of soluble alloying constituents on metal loss](image-url)
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APPENDIX:

A. Interval test

The fixed interval schedule for all samples in the test is listed in Table 8. Approximately 30 samples could be fit into each corrosion vessel, so it was necessary to divide the samples into each vessel appropriately. Table 8 also provides information on groups of samples that were in the salt simultaneously.

Table 8: Interval Test information on alloys, pull schedule, and pot configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pull Schedule</th>
<th>Groups Removed</th>
<th>Group Added</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>1F</td>
<td>3R</td>
<td>4R, 5R, 6R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2F, 3F</td>
<td>3R</td>
<td>4R, 5R, 6R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>4F</td>
<td>2R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>5F, 6F</td>
<td>2R, 4R</td>
<td>3R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>3R, 5R, 6R</td>
<td>none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pot 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forward (F)</th>
<th>Reverse (R)</th>
<th>Stainless Steels</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>316Ti</td>
<td>347SS</td>
<td>XHD, SEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>321SS</td>
<td>253MA</td>
<td>Descaked</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>347SS</td>
<td>AT120, 25Nb</td>
<td>Descaked</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA330</td>
<td>AT1332Mo</td>
<td>Missing 347(05), RA330(19) =&gt; recovered at 5188 hrs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1F</th>
<th>316Ti(1), 321SS(01), 347SS(01), RA330(15)</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>497</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2F</td>
<td>316Ti(2), 321SS(02), 347SS(02), RA330(16)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1001.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3F</td>
<td>316Ti(4), 321SS(03), 347SS(03), RA330(17)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1001.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4F</td>
<td>316Ti(5), 321SS(04), 347SS(04), RA330(18)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5F</td>
<td>316Ti(6), 321SS(05), 347SS(05), RA330(19)</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>2995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6F</td>
<td>316Ti(7), 321SS(06), 347SS(06), RA330(20)</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>2985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1R</td>
<td>347SS(08), 253MA(12), AT120-25Nb(12), AT1332Mo(11)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>504.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2R</td>
<td>347SS(09), 253MA(13), AT120-25Nb(13), AT1332Mo(12)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3R</td>
<td>347SS(10), 253MA(14), AT120-25Nb(14), AT1332Mo(13)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4R</td>
<td>347SS(11), 253MA(15), AT120-25Nb(15), AT1332Mo(14)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2383.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5R</td>
<td>347SS(12), 253MA(16), AT120-25Nb(16), AT1332Mo(15)</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>2999.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6R</td>
<td>347SS(13), 253MA(17), AT120-25Nb(17), AT1332Mo(16)</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>2999.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pot 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forward (F)</th>
<th>Reverse (R)</th>
<th>Nickel Steels</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haynes 230</td>
<td>Haynes 556</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haynes 214</td>
<td>Haynes 230</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR 220</td>
<td>Haynes 242</td>
<td>In 625</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Group

| 1F       | Haynes 230(06), Haynes 214(17), HR 120(03), HR 224(01) | 500   | 497 |
| 2F       | Haynes 230(07), Haynes 214(18), HR 120(03), HR 224(02) | 1000  | 1002.3 |
| 3F       | Haynes 230(08), Haynes 214(19), HR 120(03), HR 224(03) | 1000  | 1002.3 |
| 4F       | Haynes 230(09), Haynes 214(20), HR 120(04), HR 224(04) | 2000  | 2063 |
| 5F       | Haynes 230(10), Haynes 214(21), HR 120(05), HR 224(05) | 3000  | 2995 |
| 6F       | Haynes 230(11), Haynes 214(22), HR 120(06), HR 224(06) | 3000  | 2995 |
| 1R       | Haynes 556(01), Haynes 230(11), Haynes 242(03), In 625(12) | 500   | 505 |
| 2R       | Haynes 556(02), Haynes 230(12), Haynes 242(02), In 625(13) | 1000  | 932 |
| 3R       | Haynes 556(03), Haynes 230(13), Haynes 242(03), In 625(14) | 1000  | 1006 |
| 4R       | Haynes 556(04), Haynes 230(14), Haynes 242(04), In 625(15) | 2000  | 1992.7 |
| 5R       | Haynes 556(05), Haynes 230(15), Haynes 242(05), In 625(16) | 3000  | 2998.7 |
| 6R       | Haynes 556(06), Haynes 230(16), Haynes 242(06), In 625(17) | 3000  | 2998.7 |

B. Additional SEM Analysis

SEM analysis and other WDS analysis, such as x-ray maps, were included in this section for completeness.
C. Salt Specifications
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